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“Bullied to Silence” is more than a feature documentary.
It’s a movement, as Gandhi said, “… to Be The Change you wish to see in the world.”
Host a Screening of “Bullied to Silence” and be part of the village that provides the
bullied a powerful voice, empower youth to believe in themselves and support their
development to be happy and healthy and be the change. Gain tools to stop verbal and
cyber‐bullying by addressing the needs of the bullied and the bully while creating a strong
support network for bystanders, parents, teachers and staff.
Thank you for your interest in Being The Change.
Together we can stop verbal and cyber‐bullying.
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"Bullied to Silence" should be required viewing for every child, teen, adolescent and their families. If an entire generation saw
this film, bullying may be a thing of the past! Such powerful stories; such emotion; and such bravery for these victims to tell
their stories. Filmmakers Tami Pivnick and Susan Broude have made a deeply moving and compelling film filled with hope,
inspiration and love, The Q&As for the film have lasted almost as long as the film runtime itself. People feel compelled to talk
about it; people want to share their stories; people want to embrace the courageous people who are featured in the film and
have opened up so that others don't have to suffer in silence. Mostly, people want to make a difference and help spread the
message that is in this film. "Bullied to Silence" is one of those rare gems that comes along and spurs you to action. Don't just
take my word for it ... watch it with an audience and see the reactions for yourself. There will be no better testimonial than
witnessing what unfolds. Truly inspiring and deeply moving! BRAVO!
Patrick Schweiss, Director
Sedona International Film Festival
Wow! I have procrastinated watching the trailer since I knew it would be hard especially after seeing the Bully movie again
recently. To hear that the responsibility is put on the parents, the parents should be held accountable, I couldn't believe my
ears! FINALLY people are brave enough to say this. Thank you for doing this, thank you for being blatantly honest about
where the problem lies! Thank you for being his voice and for being the voice for so many of our babies who are no longer here
and for those who are still here living this hell!
Nancy Peterson Walz, IL
Mother of Scott Walz 9/12/91‐3/4/10
My students were touched by a very powerful and humbling documentary about a subject they are faced with and participate
in daily. It was mind boggling for them to actually meet the individuals, teens that the movie was about. For some of my
students, it was the first time they displayed emotions in public. I recommend that every school look into viewing this Earth
Shattering Documentary about an epidemic in our schools today!
Skinner Danny Watkins, Director
Bridgeway Alternative Program, May 3, 2012
“A strong and powerful message that is greatly misunderstood by many people. An awakening to those who fail to see the
seriousness of bullying”
Raymond Cota, July 30, 2012
Chief of Police, Sedona Police Dept.
Powerful, Enlightening and Inspiring! We are still drying our eyes. We want to thank you very much for the opportunity to
view the film. We LOVE IT!
Anthony Brisson, June 27, 2012
Connecticut State Education Resource Center
I was delighted to see the reaction of 855 middle school students who witness the showing of “Bullied to Silence: Words Do
Hurt – Be the Change” in our auditorium as part of our Third Annual Acts of Kindness Summit. The words of the young people
in film really hit home. I think this film helped change our school culture for the better!
Tommy Brow, Principal
Melrose Veterans Memorial Middle School, MA
We found many of the stories in the film to be quite moving, and the message of respect and inclusion definitely resonated for
us. I also want to acknowledge that the film has many wonderful elements and that it makes an important contribution to the
national dialogue around bullying.
Scott Hirschfeld, Education Division
Anti‐Defamation League
You both are incredible! What a wonderful film from the messaging to the production it was fantastic. Of course the content
was presented in such a way that I believe everyone watching it is weighing their words from this day forward and spreading
the message.
Roberta Scharf, Director of Development
Jewish Community Foundation, Scottsdale, AZ
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TAMI PIVNICK – Director/Editor

Tami has a unique talent to connect with others and deliver their message so that we all embrace our human connection. Her
passion for everyone to respect each other and to be aware and validating role models for our youth and each other emanates
from her presence. Tami has been involved with broadcast, film and print media for over 30 years. At CNN‐Atlanta, she was on‐
air Graphic Designer. After moving to Los Angeles, she perfected her editing skills and directed trailers, music videos, and
motion graphics for clients such as John Denver's Windstar Foundation and created a documentary for Special Olympics. She
worked at WFAA‐TV in Dallas as a Broadcast Designer and as Art Director for WSB‐TV in Atlanta where one of her projects was
the Columbine tragedy.
For the past 12 years, Ms. Pivnick has been VP of Production for Purple People Inc. creating award‐winning films, books and
products. Tami's enthusiasm for Purple People's concepts has prompted her to share her wisdom and soul through writing,
directing and producing films on Equality. The newly released, 2012 award‐winning “Bullied to Silence” is the culmination of her
brilliant combination of story‐telling and technique that creates film that will change the world. Numerous non‐profit
organizations, equal rights organizations, and educational institutions have shown two of her films "Purple" and "Are You
Listening?" Pivnick has been instrumental with Broude in establishing a film production company, Dog Eats Hat Productions. The
documentary "Let It Begin! A Filmmaker's Journey" directed by Pivnick and produced by Broude won Audience Choice and Best
Director Awards and was submitted for a 2011 Academy Award in Documentary.

SUSAN BROUDE – Producer/Writer
After spending over a year researching the epidemic of bullying across the world and producing and writing “Bullied to Silence,”
Susan’s passion to be the change is being manifested in her unique approach to marketing the film to spread its impact
worldwide. Susan continues to empower others by bringing awareness to topics on equality, human connections and her desire
to create positive change and positivity in our lives by addressing audiences after being involved in the filmmaking as Executive
Producer, Producer and Writer. Believing that her purpose is to help others to "Honor our Differences and Cherish our
Similarities," creating films with the purpose to advance that tenet, allows her to reach a broad and diverse audience.
As an award‐winning writer, inspirational speaker and founder of Purple People Inc., Susan combines her love of writing with
her intention to deliver a story in a way that touches your soul. Trained as an attorney and with 30+ years of business
experience, her verbal, written and organizational skills contribute to her natural ability to be the Executive Producer and
Producer/Writer of several films including the 2010 award‐winning film, "Let It Begin! A Filmmaker's Journey" which received
numerous accolades including Audience Choice and Best Director, acceptance at many film festivals nationally and was
submitted for the 2011 Academy Award in Documentary. Ms. Broude’s education includes: J.D., New England School of Law;
B.A., Brandeis University; Elementary Ed. Certification, Brandeis University.

